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[1] We perform a comprehensive analysis of resonant scattering of diffuse auroral
electrons by oblique nightside chorus emissions present along a field line with an
equatorial crossing of 6 RE at 00:00 MLT, using various nondipolar Tsyganenko
magnetic field models. Bounce‐averaged quasi‐linear diffusion coefficients are evaluated
for both moderately and actively disturbed geomagnetic conditions using the T89, T96,
and T01s models. The results indicate that inclusion of nondipolar magnetic field leads
to significant changes in bounce‐averaged rates of both pitch angle and momentum
diffusion for 200 eV to 10 keV plasma sheet electrons. Compared to the results using a
dipole field, the rates of pitch angle diffusion obtained using the Tsyganenko models are
enhanced at all resonant pitch angles for 200 eV electrons. In contrast, for 500 eV to 10 keV
electrons the rates of pitch angle scattering are enhanced at intermediate and/or high
pitch angles but tend to be considerably lower near the loss cone, thus reducing the
precipitation loss compared to that in a dipole field. Upper band chorus acts as the dominant
cause for scattering loss of 200 eV to 2 keV electrons, while lower band chorus
scattering prevails for 5–10 keV electrons, consistent with the results using the dipole
model. The first‐order cyclotron resonance and the Landau resonance are mainly
responsible for the net scattering rates of plasma sheet electrons by oblique chorus
waves and also primarily account for the differences in bounce‐averaged diffusion
coefficients introduced by the use of Tsyganenko models. As the geomagnetic activity
increases, the differences in scattering rates compared to the dipole results increase
accordingly. Nonnegligible differences also occur particularly at high pitch angles for
the diffusion rates between the Tsyganenko models, showing an increase with
geomagnetic activity level and a dependence on the discrepancy between the Tsyganenko
model fields. The strong dependence of bounce‐averaged quasi‐linear scattering rates on the
adopted global magnetic field model and geomagnetic activity level demonstrates that
realistic magnetic field models should be incorporated into future modeling efforts to
accurately quantify the role of magnetospheric chorus in driving the diffuse auroral
precipitation and the formation of electron pancake distributions.
Citation: Ni, B., R. M. Thorne, Y. Y. Shprits, K. G. Orlova, and N. P. Meredith (2011), Chorus‐driven resonant scattering of
diffuse auroral electrons in nondipolar magnetic fields, J. Geophys. Res., 116, A06225, doi:10.1029/2011JA016453.

1. Introduction
[2] It is well established that the diffuse aurora, much
weaker than the discrete aurora and generally subvisual with
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the naked eye, provides the major source of energy input to
the Earth’s upper atmosphere at night [e.g., Sandford, 1968;
Hardy et al., 1985, 1989; Frahm et al., 1997; Newell et al.,
2009, 2010] responsible for the coupling between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere [e.g., Wolf et al., 1991]. Earlier
studies suggested that very low frequency (VLF) whistler
mode chorus and electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic
(ECH) waves both contribute to diffuse auroral precipitation
[e.g., Kennel et al., 1970; Young et al., 1973; Lyons, 1974;
Swift, 1981; Belmont et al., 1983; Roeder and Koons, 1989;
Inan et al., 1992; Johnstone et al., 1993; Villalón and Burke,
1995; Meredith et al., 1999, 2000, 2009; Horne and Thorne,
2000; Chen and Schulz, 2001a, 2001b; Horne et al., 2003; Ni
et al., 2008; Su et al., 2009; Miyoshi et al., 2010]. Assuming
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that the scattering process is stochastic, we may quantify the
resonant scattering of diffuse auroral electrons (hundreds of
eV to tens of keV) by plasma waves in space using a quasi‐
linear formulism to evaluate pitch angle, momentum, and
mixed (pitch angle, momentum) diffusion coefficients [e.g.,
Lyons, 1974; Horne and Thorne, 2000; Horne et al., 2003;
Ni et al., 2008; Su et al., 2009, 2010; Ni et al., 2011a,
2011b]. Recently, Thorne et al. [2010] demonstrated, by a
detailed analysis of chorus and ECH waves observed on the
CRRES satellite and by using Fokker‐Planck diffusion calculations, that scattering by chorus is the dominant cause of
the most intense diffuse auroral precipitation, which resolved
a long‐standing controversy over which wave mode is more
important to the production of the diffuse aurora.
[3] To quantify the effect of resonant wave‐particle interactions due to quasi‐linear diffusion by using the Fokker‐
Planck equation, bounce averaging of local diffusion
coefficients needs to be carried out along the magnetic field
line over a particle bounce orbit. Determination of bounce‐
averaged quasi‐linear diffusion coefficients depend on the
spectral properties and latitudinal distribution of waves, as
well as the background electron density and magnetic field
[e.g., Summers, 2005; Thorne et al., 2005; Shprits et al.,
2006a; Summers et al., 2007a, 2007b; Albert, 2007;
Summers and Ni, 2008; Ni et al., 2008; Shprits and Ni, 2009;
Su et al., 2010]. Following Lyons et al. [1972], a dipole
magnetic field has usually been adopted to compute bounce‐
averaged quasi‐linear diffusion coefficients. However, during geomagnetically disturbed periods (e.g., magnetic storms
and substorms), the realistic ambient magnetic field in the
auroral zone (L > ∼ 5) often deviates considerably from a
dipole representation both in configuration and strength. A
recent study of Orlova and Shprits [2010] calculated the
bounce‐averaged pitch angle diffusion rates of 1 MeV
electrons due to chorus waves for various distances and two
MLTs (00:00 and 12:00) using the Tsyganenko 89 magnetic
field model [Tsyganenko, 1989] for Kp = 2 and Kp = 6.
They found that on the dayside the effects of taking a realistic
magnetic field into account are negligible at distances less
than 6 RE, but on the nightside diffusion coefficients may
depend significantly on the assumed field model. Their
results suggest the importance of including a realistic magnetic field in quasi‐linear diffusion coefficient computations.
However, their analysis was focused on relativistic radiation
belt electrons and restricted to a parallel propagation assumption on chorus waves, for which only the first‐order cyclotron
resonance occurs.
[4] For plasma sheet electrons between hundreds of eV and
tens of keV, which form the source population responsible
for diffuse auroral precipitation, both the Landau resonance
and multiple cyclotron resonances with dual‐band oblique
chorus emissions (lower band and upper band) play an
important role in electron diffusion in energy and pitch angle
[Ni et al., 2008, 2011b; Tao et al., 2011]. The diffuse aurora
intensity characteristically peaks in the midnight‐to‐dawn
sector [Petrinec et al., 1999; Anderson et al., 2001; Newell
et al., 2009, 2010], where both the magnitude and configuration of the background magnetic field is strongly impacted
by the intensity of geomagnetic activity. Consequently, this
investigation is directed toward quantifying the resonant
scattering of diffuse auroral electrons by oblique chorus
waves in more realistic, nondipolar magnetic fields.
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[5] In the present study, we concentrate on one representative radial distance of R0 = 6 RE at the magnetic
equator plane and one specified MLT = 00:00. In section 2
we describe an improved model of two‐band chorus
emissions, developed by a statistical analysis of CRRES
wave observations. Three Tsyganenko magnetic field models
are adopted to represent a more realistic ambient magnetic
field. Computation of the bounce‐averaged diffusion rates
for diffuse auroral electrons (200 eV to 10 keV) using the
Tsyganenko models and comparison with the results in the
dipole field are presented in section 3. We also explore
the contribution of various resonance harmonics to driving
pitch angle scattering and momentum diffusion of these
plasma sheet electrons. We discuss the results in section 4
and finally state our conclusions in section 5.

2. Chorus Wave Model and Magnetic Field
Models
[6] Following previous studies [e.g., Lyons et al., 1972;
Glauert and Horne, 2005; Ni et al., 2008, 2011b; Shprits
and Ni, 2009; Su et al., 2009, 2010], we assume that the
chorus wave power spectral density B2(f) is distributed according to a Gaussian frequency distribution with cutoffs flc
and fuc, median value fm, and bandwidth df:
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where BW is averaged chorus magnetic field amplitude and
erf is the error function.
[7] In the present study we concentrate on nightside
chorus waves at R0 = 6 RE since the power spectral intensity
of chorus waves and the diffuse aurora are strongest around
this region [e.g., Petrinec et al., 1999; Meredith et al., 2001,
2009; Li et al., 2009; Newell et al., 2009, 2010] and also the
ambient magnetic field can be considerably different from a
dipole approximation at this location. The properties of
nightside chorus waves at R0 = 6 RE are obtained from a
statistical analysis of the magnetic field power spectral
densities obtained from the 15 month CRRES wave data set
within the 00:00–06:00 MLT sector averaged over the
equatorial radial distance range of 5.8–6.2 RE. As an
improvement to the chorus wave model, nightside lower
band chorus (LBC: 0.05 < f/fce < 0.5, where fce is equatorial
electron gyrofrequency) is averaged over three magnetic
latitude intervals of ∣l∣ ≤ 5°, 5° < ∣l∣ ≤ 10° and 10° < ∣l∣ ≤
15° and nightside upper band chorus (UBC: 0.5 < f/fce <
0.7) is averaged over two latitude intervals of ∣l∣ ≤ 5° and
5° < ∣l∣ ≤ 10° to take into account the latitudinal dependence of nightside chorus wave power. This investigation
also mainly focuses on geomagnetically moderate conditions (100 nT < AE* < 300 nT, where AE* is the maximum value of the AE index in the previous 3 h) which
occur during the majority of time period that the diffuse
aurora is enhanced. After applying least squares Gaussian
fits to the averaged magnetic field intensities as a function
of wave frequency normalized to fce, the relevant proper-
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Table 1. Magnetic Field Amplitude Bw, Peak Wave Frequency fm, and Bandwidth Df Obtained by Applying Gaussian
Fits to CRRES Magnetic Field Intensities Averaged Over L = 5.8–6.2 in the Specified Magnetic Latitude Intervals for
Nightside (00:00–06:00 MLT) Lower Band and Upper Band Chorus Under Geomagnetically Moderate Conditions
(100 nT < AE* < 300 nT) and an Empirical Wave Normal Angle Distribution With Latitudinal Dependence Adopted
for Lower Band Chorus and Upper Band Chorus Based on Previous Theoretical Simulations and Space‐Borne
Observationsa
LBC (0.05–0.5 fce)
Bw (pT)
fm/fce
Df/fce
lc (deg)
uc (deg)
m (deg)
w (deg)

UBC (0.5–0.7 fce)

∣l∣ ≤ 5°

5° < ∣l∣ ≤ 10°

10° < ∣l∣ ≤ 15°

∣l∣ ≤ 5°

5° < ∣l∣ ≤ 10°

24.4
0.36
0.09
0
58
0
30

56.8
0.27
0.13
0
58
30
30

21.1
0.26
0.09
0
58
50
30

20.2
0.58
0.05
0
44
0
30

7.4
0.57
0.04
0
44
40
30

a

LBC, lower band chorus; UBC, upper band chorus.

ties of nightside chorus wave parameters under moderately
disturbed conditions are shown in the top half of Table 1.
[8] The wave normal distribution of chorus emissions is
also assumed to be Gaussian and given by
" 
 #
tan   tan m 2
g ðÞ ¼ exp 
ðlc    uc Þ;
tan w

ð2Þ

where  is wave normal angle, m is wave angle with peak
power, w is the angular width, and lc and uc are the lower and
upper bounds to the wave normal distribution outside which
the wave power is zero. In the present study we use an
improved empirical model of the wave normal angle distribution of lower band and upper band chorus, which varies with
magnetic latitude, based on previous theoretical simulations
and observations [e.g., Thorne and Kennel, 1967; Burton and
Holzer, 1974; Goldstein and Tsurutani, 1984; Hayakawa et al.,
1984; LeDocq et al., 1998; Hospodarsky et al., 2001;
Lauben et al., 2002; Bortnik et al., 2006, 2007; Li et al.,
2008; Breneman et al., 2009; Santolík et al., 2009; Haque
et al., 2010], and shown in the bottom half of Table 1.
[9] To represent the realistic magnetic field, we choose
three Tsyganenko external magnetic field models, T89
[Tsyganenko, 1989], T96 [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996],
and T01s [Tsyganenko et al., 2003] and the IGRF model as
the internal magnetic field. While the Tsyganenko magnetic
field models are empirical, they assume physical mechanisms embodied by the solar wind inputs and contributions
from different current systems, the accuracy of which
largely controls the model performance. Compared to the
T89 model that only uses Kp as input and incorporates the
contributions of magnetotail warping (due to dipole tilt) and
spatial variation of the current sheet, the T96 model uses
Dst, solar wind dynamic pressure Pdyn, and IMF By and Bz in
GSM coordinates as inputs. T96 includes terms from the
magnetotail current sheet, ring current, magnetopause current, and terms for Birkeland (field‐aligned) currents. As an
update to T96, the T01s model considers dawn‐dusk asymmetry via inclusion of the partial ring current with field‐
aligned closure currents. Besides the four input parameters
for T96, the T01s model requires two composite parameters
(G2 [Tsyganenko, 2002] and G3 [Tsyganenko et al., 2003])
associated with solar wind velocity and interplanetary magnetic field.

[10] In this study we select a group of the above required
parameters typical for geomagnetically moderate conditions, that is, Kp = 4, Dst = −47 nT, Pdyn = 2.6 nPa, IMF
By = −3.5 nT, IMF Bz = −3.47 nT, G2 = 4.57, and G3 =
2.33. We use the ONERA‐DESP library V4.2 (user’s
guide available at http://wwwe.onecert.fr/craterre/support/
user_guide.html) to trace the magnetic field line crossing
the specific equatorial location and to compute the field
values along the entire field line between the two hemispheric
footprints. Figure 1 shows the model results of field line
configuration (top) in the GSM XZ plane and the magnetic
field amplitude along the field line (middle) with R0 = 6 RE
at 00:00 MLT, color coded for different magnetic field
models. Compared to the dipole field (black dashed), the
field line is distorted and the profile of field amplitude
exhibits considerable stretching for all three Tsyganenko
models. The Tsyganenko magnetic fields are weaker than
the dipole field near the equatorial region but become
stronger at higher latitudes, as is evident in Figure 1c, a
zoom‐in plot of latitudinal distribution of magnetic field
amplitude within ∣l∣ ≤ 15° where nightside chorus emissions
are characteristically present. In contrast to the dipole field,
there is about a factor of 2 decrease in magnetic field strength
near the magnetic equator (∣l∣ ≤ 3°) and a 20% increase or
more for 12° ≤ ∣l∣ ≤ 15°. Among the Tsyganenko models, the
T96 (blue solid) model exhibits the most stretched field
configuration, while T89 (red solid) and T01s (green solid)
present similar model results with small difference in field
amplitude at ∣l∣ ≤ 15° (Figure 1c).

3. Diffuse Auroral Scattering Rates
[11] Following Lyons et al. [1972], the general form for
bounce‐averaged quasi‐linear diffusion coefficients in any
ambient magnetic field can be written as
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Figure 1. Model results of (a) the field line configuration in
the GSM XZ plane and (b) the magnetic field strength along
the field line with an equatorial crossing of 6 RE at 00:00
MLT, color coded for the dipole model and three Tsyganenko
field models (T89, T96, and T01s). (c) Zoom‐in plot of latitudinal distribution of magnetic field amplitude within ∣l∣ ≤
15° where nightside chorus emissions are characteristically
present. The dotted lines in Figure 1a denote the constant
magnetic latitudes from −70° to 70° with a step of 10°.
where hDaai, hDapi and hDppi are bounce‐averaged rates of
pitch angle diffusion, (pitch angle, momentum) mixed diffusion and momentum diffusion, respectively, Daa, Dap and
Dpp are local diffusion coefficients, a and aeq are local and
equatorial pitch angle, respectively, and t B is the electron
bounce period.
[12] For a dipole field geometry, approximate forms of
equations (3a)–(3c) have been derived, and readers are
referred to a number of previous studies [e.g., Lyons et al.,
1972; Lyons, 1974; Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974; Glauert
and Horne, 2005; Shprits et al., 2006a; Summers et al.,
2007a] for details. For nondipolar fields, if the field line lies
in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic equator plane,
equations (3a)–(3c) can be rewritten as follows [e.g., Orlova
and Shprits, 2010]:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
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d
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where r is radial distance to the Earth’s center, l is magnetic
latitude, and lm,s and lm,n are the mirror latitude of particles
on the southern and northern hemisphere, respectively, which
are strictly dependent on the field line configuration and the
field strength of adopted magnetic field model.
[13] At R0 = 6 RE and 00:00 MLT, the Tsyganenko
magnetic field models in GSM coordinates show departure
of the field line from 180° magnetic longitude at certain
latitudes, i.e., a three‐dimensional field line topology.
However, the displacement is rather minor, within ∼5°, and
the difference between the amplitude of the magnetic field
along the 3‐D field line and the amplitude along the projection of the field line on the GSM XZ plane is very small
(<∼2%) for any latitude. Therefore, equations (4a)–(4c) are
reasonable for the evaluation of bounce‐averaged diffusion
rates in nondipolar fields.
[14] In this study, we extend the UCLA Full Diffusion
Code (FDC) [Ni et al., 2008; Shprits and Ni, 2009], which
follows the formulation of Glauert and Horne [2005] and
Albert [2007] for quasi‐linear local diffusion coefficients
(Daa, Dap, and Dpp), by taking into account the effect of
nondipolar magnetic field represented by the Tsyganenko
models. Our calculations include contributions from the N =
−5 to N = 5 cyclotron harmonic resonances and the Landau
resonance N = 0. The equatorial electron number density at
R0 = 6 RE and 00:00 MLT is set as 6.5 cm−3, based on the
statistically averaged CRRES observations. A constant latitudinal distribution of electron density is adopted following
a statistical study of Denton et al. [2006], which has showed
an only slight change in plasma density below l ≈ 30°.
[15] Figure 2 shows the bounce‐averaged pitch angle
scattering rates hDaai as a function of equatorial pitch angle
aeq for plasma sheet electrons at six representative energies
from 200 eV to 10 keV, corresponding to the four magnetic
field models (color coded with black for dipole field, red
for T89, blue for T96, and green for T01s). The pitch
angle scattering rates due to nightside LBC (0.05–0.5 fce
with ∣l∣ ≤ 15°), UBC (0.5–0.7 fce with ∣l∣ ≤ 10°) and the
net scattering rates are shown in the left, middle, and right
panels, respectively. There are a number of important
features for chorus‐driven pitch angle scattering of diffuse
auroral electrons in the nondipolar magnetic fields, compared to the results using the dipole model, as follows.
[16] 1. Inclusion of nondipolar magnetic field leads to
recognizable changes in the profile of net pitch angle scattering rates for 200 eV to 10 keV electrons. For 200 eV
electrons, hDaai increases by about an order of magnitude in
the T96 model and by a factor of ∼ 5 in the T89 and T01s
models, and also extends to aeq > 70° where there is an
absence of resonance in the dipole field. For 500 eV to 2 keV
electrons, hDaai at low aeq (<∼30°) shows a small variation
(either a decrease or an increase within a factor of 2) with
respect to the three Tsyganenko models, suggestive of a slight
influence on the loss time scale of these plasma sheet electrons. However, at higher aeq (>60°) there are pronounced
increases in hDaai, which can produce a more rapid redistribution of 500 eV to 2 keV electrons over pitch angle. For
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Figure 2. Bounce‐averaged pitch angle scattering rates hDaai as a function of equatorial pitch angle aeq
for plasma sheet electrons at six specified energies from 200 eV to 10 keV, color coded with the adopted
magnetic field models. Shown are the pitch angle scattering rates due to nightside (left) lower band chorus
(0.05–0.5 fce with ∣l∣ ≤ 15°) and (middle) upper band chorus (0.5–0.7 fce with ∣l∣ ≤ 10°) and (right) the
net scattering rates.

higher‐energy plasma sheet electrons (5–10 keV), pitch angle
scattering near the equatorial loss cone becomes less efficient
by a factor ∼3. Although hDaai at higher aeq becomes larger
than the dipole model results, the increases show a tendency
to flatten the scattering rates at intermediate pitch angles and
allow scattering at aeq closer to 90°. All these variations in
pitch angle scattering rates can affect the evolution of the
plasma sheet electron pitch angle distribution and the formation of pancake distributions peaked at 90° pitch angles
[Wrenn et al., 1979; Meredith et al., 1999, 2000; Li et al.,
2010; Tao et al., 2011].
[17] 2. Use of the T96 model field produces the most
noticeable difference in pitch angle scattering rates, while
the changes in the hDaai profile are relatively smaller and
quite similar for T89 and T01s. This is consistent with the

relative difference of the three Tsyganenko models in the
traced field line and modeled field amplitude with respect to
the ideal dipole field, as shown in Figure 1. As a consequence, computation of bounce‐averaged diffusion coefficients is field model dependent, with the accuracy of
diffusion rates closely related to the adopted magnetic field
model, the discussion of which will be deferred to section 4.
[18] 3. At low aeq, LBC‐driven scattering rates increase
substantially for 200 eV to 1 keV electrons in the Tsyganenko
models, become comparable to the dipole model results for
2 keV, and decrease appreciably for 5–10 keV electrons.
UBC also causes enhanced scattering of 200 eV electrons in
the nondipolar fields, but UBC induced diffusion decreases
the scattering rates near the loss cone of 500 eV to 1 keV
electrons and increases the precipitation loss of 2–10 keV
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Figure 3. Same as in Figure 2 but for bounce‐averaged momentum diffusion rates hDppi.

electrons. At high aeq close to 90°, both LBC and UBC
scattering rates, if present, show substantial increase in the
Tsyganenko magnetic fields. In principle, UBC acts as the
dominant cause for precipitation loss of 200 eV to 2 keV
electrons and LBC plays the major role for pitch angle scattering 5–10 keV electrons, consistent with the previous
studies [Ni et al., 2008, 2011b].
[19] The corresponding bounce‐averaged momentum
diffusion rates hDppi are shown in Figure 3. The hDppi
profile generally exhibits variations with respect to adopted
global magnetic field model in a manner similar to that of
hDaai. Specifically, (1) the most pronounced changes in
diffusion rate occur at energies <∼2 keV and less noticeable
changes at energies >∼5 keV, (2) chorus scattering extends
to high aeq closer to 90°, and (3) LBC and UBC play distinct roles in driving resonant diffusion of plasma sheet
electron with a pronounced dependence on energy and
equatorial pitch angle. For 200–500 eV electrons, the increases in hDppi for the three Tsyganenko models are sig-

nificant, about an order of magnitude for all resonant aeq
compared to the dipole field results, and also extend to
higher aeq. For 1 and 2 keV electrons, pronounced increase
in hDppi occurs at aeq ≈ 70° while hDppi at low aeq shows
small changes for 1 keV electrons and decreases by a factor
of 5 or more for 2 keV electrons. For 5–10 keV electrons,
there is small difference in momentum diffusion rates except
that the resonant scattering occurs at high aeq closer to 90°
in the nondipolar fields, which can induce enhanced acceleration of these plasma sheet electrons. Similar to the results
for pitch angle scattering, calculations with T96 model
produce the largest difference in momentum diffusion, in
particular for ≤5 keV electrons, when compared to the
dipole model results.
[20] Figure 4 illustrates how different resonance harmonics contribute to the chorus‐driven pitch angle scattering
rates in different global magnetic field models. Only the
results for five resonance harmonics with ∣N∣ ≤ 2 are shown
because the roles of the other higher‐order resonances are
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Figure 4. Bounce‐averaged pitch angle scattering rates of different resonance harmonics (∣N∣ ≤ 2) for
plasma sheet electrons at the indicated five energies from 200 eV to 10 keV, using (a) the dipole model,
(b) T89, (c) T96, and (d) T01s.
comparatively negligible. The first‐order cyclotron resonance (N = −1) always plays the dominant role in pitch
angle scattering of diffuse auroral electrons, and the Landau
resonance (N = 0) becomes important at intermediate and
high equatorial pitch angles with an energy dependence.

N = −2 cyclotron resonance also plays a role in scattering
2–10 keV electrons, but higher‐order cyclotron resonances
N = 1 and 2 only cause scattering of 10 keV electrons in
the T96 field and their relative contributions are quite minor.
As a consequence, differences in the net rates of hDaai for

Figure 5. Same as in Figure 4 but for bounce‐averaged momentum diffusion rates hDppi.
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Figure 6. Comparison of hDaai and hDppi by nightside chorus for 10 keV electrons using the indicated four magnetic
field models for two representative geomagnetic activity conditions: (a) moderately disturbed conditions with Kp = 4 and
Dst = −47 nT and (b) actively disturbed conditions with
Kp = 6 and Dst = −100 nT.
use of the Tsyganenko fields are mainly attributed to changes
in the first‐order cyclotron resonance and Landau resonance
scattering rates. We also note that the variation in hDaai at
low aeq is mainly attributed to the first‐order resonance,
which controls the loss time scales of plasma sheet electrons
that are approximately inversely proportional to hDaai near
the edge of equatorial loss cone [Shprits et al., 2006b; Albert
and Shprits, 2009]. At intermediate and high aeq, the variation in hDaai is mainly due to a combined effect of the
first‐order cyclotron resonance and Landau resonance, with
an additional contribution from N = −2 cyclotron resonance
particularly for 5–10 keV electrons.
[21] For the five energies from 200 eV to 10 keV, bounce‐
averaged momentum diffusion rates hDppi for resonance
harmonics N = −2, −1, and 0 are presented in Figure 5, from
left to right, for the dipole model and three Tsyganenko
models, T89, T96 and T01s. The results of the other higher‐
order resonance harmonics are not shown, owing to their
substantially minor contributions in comparison. In contrast
to the results for hDaai, the Landau resonance dominates
over the first‐order cyclotron resonance (by several orders of
magnitude) to account for the net momentum diffusion and its
variation at low aeq for 200 eV to 2 keV electrons, demonstrating the importance of Landau resonance in redistributing
these electrons over energy space and modifying the energy
transfer between the electrons and the waves. For 5 and
10 keV electrons at low aeq, the first‐order cyclotron
resonance becomes dominantly responsible for the changes
in hDppi introduced by use of nondipolar fields, but the
Landau resonance scattering is negligible compared to that
for 200 eV to 2 keV electrons. For intermediate aeq both
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first‐order cyclotron resonance and Landau resonance
compete in the momentum diffusion of plasma sheet electrons, while at high aeq the first‐order cyclotron resonance
scattering is always most efficient and the effect of Landau
resonance becomes comparable only for high‐energy electrons. N = −2 resonance plays a modest role for 5–10 keV
electrons, similar to that for hDaai.
[22] To examine the dependence of chorus‐driven diffuse auroral scattering rates on geomagnetic activity level,
Figure 6, as an example, shows the comparative results of
hDaai (upper panels) and hDppi (lower panels) for 10 keV
electrons at R0 = 6 RE and MLT = 00:00 for the representative conditions for two geomagnetic activity levels, that is,
for geomagnetically moderate conditions (left panels) with
Kp = 4, Dst = −47 nT, Pdyn = 2.6 nPa, IMF By = −3.5 nT, IMF
Bz = −3.47 nT, G2 = 4.57, and G3 = 2.33, and for geomagnetically active conditions (right panels) with Kp = 6, Dst =
−100 nT, Pdyn = 4.8 nPa, IMF By = 5 nT, IMF Bz = −6 nT,
G2 = 19, and G3 = 18. To extract the major effect of magnetic field variations under different geomagnetic conditions
and to minimize the influence of other factors such as the
variations in wave power and electron density, we have
chosen the same nightside chorus spectral distribution, its
latitudinal extent and ambient electron density as those for
moderate conditions to compute the scattering rates for
active conditions. Apparently, as the geomagnetic activity
intensifies, the differences in computed scattering rates (both
hDaai and hDppi) between the dipole and nondipolar fields
increase accordingly, which is primarily due to the increased
deviation of Tsyganenko model results from the dipole field
during active times and also further demonstrates the
importance of using realistic magnetic field models to quantifying resonant scattering of magnetospheric electrons by
plasma waves. Although the differences in scattering rates
between the Tsyganenko models are not significant, there
are nonnegligible changes particularly at high aeq that
increase with geomagnetic activity level and depend on the
discrepancy between the Tsyganenko model fields.

4. Discussion
[23] Variations in hDaai, hDppi and hDapi (not shown)
introduced by use of Tsyganenko field models will affect the
redistribution of plasma sheet electrons over energy and
pitch angle as well as cause a change in the MLT dependence
of diffuse auroral precipitation. For instance, for hundreds
of eV electrons, the precipitation becomes more efficient as
a result of enhanced pitch angle scattering near the edge of
loss cone in the Tsyganenko models so that these electrons
cannot travel far following the injection on the nightside.
In contrast, the loss time scales of higher‐energy electrons
(5–10 keV) increase by a factor of ∼3 in the Tsyganenko
models, demonstrating a slower loss to the atmosphere and
an increased possibility of transport to the dayside in the
nondipolar fields. In addition, extension of resonant diffusion
of diffuse auroral electrons to high aeq closer to 90°, together
with an increase in both hDaai and hDppi at high aeq, suggests
that the trapped electron population will be subject to
enhanced acceleration and pitch angle scattering in the nondipolar fields.
[24] Figures 4 and 5 clearly show that chorus‐associated
diffuse auroral precipitation mainly results from the first‐
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order cyclotron resonance and Landau resonance, regardless of the adopted magnetic field model. The first‐order
cyclotron resonance plays the most important role in pitch
angle scattering, but for momentum diffusion the first‐
order cyclotron resonance dominates only at intermediate
and high aeq while the Landau resonance prevails at low
aeq. Under most circumstances, higher‐order cyclotron
resonances make insignificant contributions to the diffuse
auroral precipitation. However, the N = −2 resonance
scattering can be comparable to the Landau resonance
scattering for 5–10 keV electrons at intermediate aeq.
Therefore, inclusion of oblique propagation of chorus
waves is essential to quantify chorus‐driven diffuse auroral
scattering. Variations in bounce‐averaged diffusion rates
associated with the first‐order cyclotron resonance and
Landau resonances are also responsible for the changes in
the net diffuse auroral scattering by oblique chorus in more
realistic magnetic fields. As pointed out by Orlova and
Shprits [2010], changes in magnetic field strength along
the field line alter the wave dispersion relation and the wave‐
particle resonance condition so that electrons can resonate
with the waves for the same equatorial pitch angle at lower
latitudes on the nightside for the Tsyganenko field model than
in the dipole field. We also note that decrease in magnetic
field strength near the equatorial region in the Tsyganenko
models (Figure 1c) lowers the minimum resonant energy of
electrons interacting with chorus waves [e.g., Summers et al.,
2007a; Orlova and Shprits, 2010], which can explain the
pronounced increase in scattering rates of 200 eV electrons
for which resonance only occurs near the equator. In addition,
changes in field line configuration can lead to changes in
electron bounce period, which also contributes to the difference in bounce‐averaged diffusion coefficients using nondipolar fields.
[25] As a result of similarity in the traced field line and
modeled field amplitude, use of T89 and T01s tends to
exhibit noticeable but similar differences in bounce‐
averaged diffusion rates, compared to the dipole field results.
Use of T96 introduces the largest difference in net diffusion
rates, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. The dependence of quasi‐
linear scattering rates on the adopted global magnetic field
model demonstrates that accurate evaluations of bounce‐
averaged diffusion coefficients rely closely on the ability of
adopted magnetic field model to represent the field strength
and configuration of ambient magnetic field. Chen et al.
[2006] explored the uncertainties associated with a number of empirical external magnetic field models by applying
a best fitting method to multipoint magnetic field measurements. They demonstrated that for quiescent times with
−30 nT < Dst < 50 nT, several models including T01s
compete with each other and have similar performance, all
with reasonably low error percentages. However, for storm
periods with −180 nT < Dst < −30 nT, T01s has an outstanding performance and the largest chance (typically 60–
80%) of providing the best fits to the measurements.
McCollough et al. [2008] also quantitatively examined the
accuracy of Tsyganenko field models, using magnetic field
data for 2 years (1996 and 2003) characterized by very
different space weather conditions. They found that while
T96 is a very popular model and performs better than the
basic models, it is likely significantly overstretched and
should be replaced by T01s under geomagnetically disturbed
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conditions. These investigations suggest a preference of using
T01s to model the ambient magnetic field for a most reliable
quantification of bounce‐averaged diffuse auroral scattering
rates, mainly due to its comparatively better performance
under most geomagnetic conditions.
[26] In this study we have mainly focused on a representative moderately disturbed geomagnetic condition (Kp =
4 and Dst = −47 nT) with R0 = 6 RE at MLT = 00:00 since
both the diffuse aurora activity and chorus emissions are
commonly most intense around this region. We have also
performed a comparative analysis of chorus‐driven diffuse
auroral scattering rates using different magnetic field models
for moderately and actively disturbed conditions (Figure 6).
Not surprisingly, besides the geomagnetic activity dependence, the effect of nondipolar magnetic field on chorus‐
driven diffuse auroral scattering depends on L shell and
MLT, which will be left for our following studies to
establish a more accurate diffuse auroral scattering model as
a function of L shell, MLT, electron energy, and geomagnetic activity using realistic magnetic field models and
improved chorus wave information. However, a number of
general comments can be presented here. Since the ambient
magnetic field on the nightside (∼20:00–04:00 MLT) is
much more likely to be distorted than on the dayside, we
anticipate a much smaller impact of the realistic dayside
magnetic field on chorus‐driven scattering loss of plasma
sheet electrons as they drift toward the dawn sector onto the
dayside. We note that Orlova and Shprits [2010] demonstrated that the scattering of radiation belt relativistic electrons on the dayside, taking into account a more realistic
magnetic field, yielded negligible differences from that in a
dipole field at distances ≤6 RE. Also the nightside field line
configuration and magnetic field strength is close to a dipole
topology at L shells <4 during geomagnetically quiet times,
while the magnetic field becomes more stretched under
actively disturbed conditions at higher L shells. Consequently it is expected that the effect of nondipolar magnetic
field on diffuse auroral precipitation should become more
significant at higher L shells when geomagnetic activity intensifies. For geomagnetically disturbed cases, the increased
deviation of realistic magnetic field from a dipole field can
enhance the modification of the resonant wave‐particle
interaction process and the resultant scattering rates. In
addition, intense chorus emissions with extremely large
amplitude [e.g., Cattell et al., 2008; Cully et al., 2008] are
more likely to occur; therefore, nonlinear diffusion by
extremely intense chorus [e.g., Bortnik et al., 2008] in the
realistic ambient magnetic field also tends to play an
important role in the diffuse auroral scattering process
besides quasi‐linear diffusion.
[27] To quantify the quasi‐linear bounce‐averaged diffuse auroral scattering coefficients, we have developed an
improved moderate time, nightside chorus wave model at
L = 6 that includes the latitudinal wave power distributions
of LBC and UBC, based on a statistical analysis of the entire
CRRES wave data. Following Meredith et al. [2009], the
L value and magnetic latitude were determined using the
Olson‐Pfitzer tilt‐dependent static model [Olson and
Pfitzer, 1977] and the IGRF 85 model. In reality, adoption of different magnetic field models can introduce
changes in the determination of L value and magnetic
latitude, the extent of which strongly depends on the level
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of geomagnetic activity, and thus may affect the statistical
distribution of nightside chorus. While the global model
of chorus distribution obtained using the CRRES wave
measurements (within ∼7 RE) is much less sensitive to
magnetic field models under geomagnetically quiet and
moderate conditions, intense geomagnetic disturbances can
cause nonnegligible variations in chorus distribution using
different magnetic field models and also enhance the
effect of nonlinear wave‐particle interactions, which need
to be carefully addressed in future investigations. Additionally, we have adopted the wave magnetic field spectral intensities converted from the CRRES observed wave
electric field spectral intensities under the assumption of
parallel propagation [e.g., Meredith et al., 2003] to
establish the Gaussian frequency spectrum of LBC and
UBC as a function of wave frequency normalized to
equatorial electron gyrofrequency. However, there remains
unresolved controversy over the wave normal angle distribution of chorus emissions, showing that both LBC and
UBC can propagate at various wave normal angles that
cover a broad range from field aligned to highly oblique
[e.g., Thorne and Kennel, 1967; Hayakawa et al., 1984;
Hospodarsky et al., 2001; Lauben et al., 2002; Breneman
et al., 2009; Santolík et al., 2009; Haque et al., 2010],
which subsequently modifies the conversion of electric
field spectral intensity to magnetic field spectral intensity
and consequently influences the quantification of chorus‐
driven diffuse auroral scattering rates. We investigate the
effect of chorus wave normal angle distribution on the
diffuse auroral precipitation in a companion paper (B. Ni
et al., Diffuse auroral scattering by whistler mode chorus
waves: Dependence on wave normal angle distribution,
submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2011).

5. Conclusions
[28] We have used the Tsyganenko models (T89, T96,
and T01s), which are expected to yield a more realistic
ambient magnetic field, to quantify chorus‐driven resonant
diffusion of plasma sheet electrons in the inner magnetosphere under a representative geomagnetically moderate
condition. We have also performed a quantitative comparison of computed bounce‐averaged diffusion coefficients in
the nondipolar fields with the results obtained using the
dipole model. Our main conclusions are summarized as
follows.
[29] 1. Inclusion of nondipolar magnetic field leads to
significant changes in bounce‐averaged pitch angle and
momentum diffusion rates for 200 eV to 10 keV plasma
sheet electrons, the extent of which largely depends on
energy, equatorial pitch angle, and adoption of global
magnetic field model.
[30] 2. Pitch angle scattering rates increase dramatically in
a nondipolar field for 200 eV electrons but tend to decrease by
a factor of ∼ 3 near the loss cone for 5–10 keV, thereby
affecting the loss time scales of diffuse auroral electrons.
Energy diffusion increases considerably at high aeq for
200 eV to 10 keV electrons but decreases at low aeq for
500 eV to 2 keV electrons. Use of nondipolar fields also
extends chorus scattering to high aeq closer to 90°, which can
lead to an enhanced “seed” electron population for subsequent acceleration to radiation belt energies (>100 keV).
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[31] 3. Both LBC and UBC scattering rates show substantial changes in the Tsyganenko magnetic fields, compared to the dipole field results. UBC acts as the dominant
cause for scattering loss of 200 eV to 2 keV electrons and
LBC scattering prevails for 5–10 keV electrons, consistent
with the results for a dipole model [Ni et al., 2008, 2011b].
[32] 4. The first‐order cyclotron resonance and Landau
resonance are mainly responsible for the resonant diffusion
of plasma sheet electrons by oblique chorus waves. These
two resonances also primarily account for the differences in
bounce‐averaged diffusion coefficients introduced by the
use of Tsyganenko models.
[33] 5. For pitch angle scattering, the first‐order cyclotron
resonance always plays the major role, and the Landau
resonance becomes important only at intermediate and high
aeq, dependent on energy. For momentum diffusion, the
Landau resonance dominantly accounts for the net rates and
their variation at low aeq for 200 eV to 2 keV electrons,
while the first‐order cyclotron resonance prevails at higher
pitch angles for the diffuse auroral electrons. These features
occur regardless of the adopted magnetic field model.
[34] 6. As the geomagnetic activity increases, the differences in computed scattering rates compared to the
dipole results increase accordingly, as a consequence of the
increased deviation of adopted magnetic field model from
the dipole field. Nonnegligible differences also occur particularly at high aeq for the diffusion rates between the
Tsyganenko models, showing an increase with geomagnetic activity level and a dependence on the discrepancy
between the Tsyganenko model fields.
[35] Our study clearly demonstrates that inclusion of
realistic magnetic field is essential for accurate quantification of the role of magnetospheric chorus in driving the
diffuse auroral precipitation and the formation of electron
pancake distributions. Use of bounce‐averaged scattering
rates in more realistic nondipolar fields for Fokker‐Planck
diffusion simulations can undoubtedly contribute significantly to more accurate magnetospheric state–based modeling of the global distribution of the diffuse aurora and the
evolution of plasma sheet electrons that act as both the
source population for the excitation of a number of magnetospheric waves and the seed population for the radiation
belt energetic electrons.
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